Abstract-We propose Low Density Parity Check (LDPC) code designs for the half-duplex relay channel. Our designs are based on the information theoretic random coding scheme for decode-and-forward relaying. The source transmission is decoded with the help of side information in the form of additional parity bits from the relay. We derive the exact relationships that the component LDPC code profiles in the relay coding scheme must satisfy. These relationships act as constraints for the density evolution algorithm which is used to search for good relay code profiles. To speed up optimization, we outline a Gaussian approximation of density evolution for the relay channel. The asymptotic noise thresholds of the discovered relay code profiles are a fraction of a decibel away from the achievable lower bound for decode-and-forward relaying. With random component LDPC codes, the overall relay coding scheme performs within 1.2 dB of the theoretical limit.
I. INTRODUCTION
T HIS paper presents Low Density Parity Check (LDPC) code designs for the half-duplex relay channel. We focus on a key question -from a coding theoretic perspective, what are the essential steps in building a relay coding scheme that approaches fundamental limits? Since the capacity of the relay channel is not known, we do not know what the optimal coding strategy is. However, the decode-and-forward protocol outperforms other relay protocols when the source-relay link is strong [1] - [4] ; therefore, we invent an LDPC coding scheme that can approach the rates theoretically achievable with the decode-and-forward protocol.
The following are the four main contributions of this paper. First, inspired by the information theoretic random coding scheme for decode-and-forward half-duplex relaying [5] , we propose a near-optimal LDPC coding scheme in which side information is conveyed through additional parity bits. The key challenge of relay code design lies in the utilization of side information from the relay to decode the source transmission. In addition to the aforementioned coding scheme [5] , there exist other information theoretic decode-and-forward strategies [6] , and schemes with practical advantages [7] , [8] , all of which basically utilize side information from the relay. The relay LDPC optimization technique presented in Section V is generic and can be used for any decode-and-forward relay coding scheme. Second, we propose three simplifications to reduce complexity of encoding and decoding without significantly compromising performance. First, we observe that the gain of relaying over direct communication is maximum at low SNR, which motivates the use of binary modulation in conjunction with binary codes on each channel dimension. Second, we argue that the relay coding scheme in multiple access mode is a superposition of two fundamental extremes. In one, the source and the relay send identical messages, and combine their signals coherently at the destination. In the other, the source and relay send completely independent information. Any source-relay correlation can be achieved by a combination of these two cases, but the interesting observation is that excellent performance can be achieved if we can simply choose the better of these two schemes. Third, we argue that successive decoding is optimal in MAC mode of the relay channel, an observation that simplifies decoder design.
The graphs of LDPC matrices can be structured to emulate a random coding scheme of any rate. Moreover, their profiles can be optimized using the density evolution algorithm. The new challenge is that relay code design requires joint optimization of multiple constituent LDPC code profiles. Our third contribution is the derivation of relationships between the profiles of constituent codes. These relationships act as additional constraints in the profile optimization problem that is solved using density evolution.
In the optimization of constituent LDPC codes, several useful simplifications that can be made in implementing density evolution for single-user links (such as assuming concentrated check node distributions) no longer remain valid. The resulting increase in the complexity of density evolution poses a significant challenge. Our final contribution is to reduce the complexity of density evolution by adapting the Gaussian approximation of density evolution [9] - [13] to the relay channel. The Gaussian approximation reduces the infinite dimensional problem of tracking densities to a one-dimensional problem of tracking means that is readily addressed with linear programming tools [14] .
The information theoretic relay channel was first studied in [15] . Shortly afterwards, several fundamental capacity results on relaying were published in [1] . After the initial interest, however, the idea of relaying received little attention for nearly two decades. Recent years have seen a renewed interest in relaying in the context of wireless networks [2] , [5] , [16] - [21] . It is worth noting that several of the above research contributions are based on the premise of halfduplex relaying [5] , [19] - [22] . With significant advances in technology, the promise of relaying is very real. A large body of research is currently geared towards developing practical user-cooperation schemes to harvest the gains predicted by information theory. Solutions in this direction include [17] , [22] - [32] . The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we describe the framework and assumptions on which our code design is based. Section III presents a coding theoretic interpretation of the information theoretic decodeand-forward random coding scheme. Section IV introduces the LDPC coding schemes. The problem of LDPC relay code profile optimization is addressed in Section V. We present numerically calculated noise thresholds for relay LDPC codes, and error rates of randomly generated LDPC codes in Section VI. Concluding remarks are presented in Section VII.
II. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
In the relay channel (see Fig. 1 ), the source (S) sends data to the destination (D), and in doing so it is aided by the relay (R), which does not have data of its own to transmit. In the particular case of a half-duplex relay channel, the relay cannot transmit and receive simultaneously in the same band. 1 We concentrate on time-division half-duplex relaying, where communication takes place over two time slots of (normalized) durations t and t = (1 − t). In the first time slot, S transmits information, which is received by both R and D. We call this the broadcast (BC) mode of communication. In the second time slot, both S and R transmit information to D. We refer to this as the multiple-access (MAC) mode. These two modes are depicted in Fig. 2 . In the rest of this paper, whenever we mention the relay channel, we will be implicitly referring to the time-division half-duplex relay channel.
Throughout this paper, we adopt the following conventions. We use X, V, W and Y to denote the source transmitted signal, the relay received signal, the relay transmitted signal, and the destination received signal respectively (see Fig. 2 ). Subscript 1 denotes BC mode, and 2 denotes MAC mode. Alphabets S, R, and D denote the source, relay and destination respectively, and SR channel, for instance, denotes the sourceto-relay channel. With the above conventions, we introduce the following channel model
In the above model, h SR is the source-to-relay channel realization, and N R1 is the noise realization at the relay receiver in BC mode. The SR channel gain is denoted γ SR = |h SR | 2 . The remaining expressions can be similarly interpreted. All noises are zero mean and unit variance Gaussians.
We consider static one-dimensional additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channels; however, extension to circularly symmetric AWGN channels is straightforward. Perfect global channel knowledge is assumed at all nodes.
An average global transmission power constraint is imposed on the nodes, denoted by the symbol Θ,
where
, for example, denotes the source transmission power in BC mode, and P represents the total system transmission power. Since noise power is normalized to unity, P is also the equivalent relay channel signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) in our plots. We choose a global power constraint as opposed to a per-node power constraint because it affords greater flexibility of power allocation, and leads to higher achievable rates.
We compare relaying with direct communication. For fair comparison, we ensure that the sum of the source and relay transmission powers in the relay channel equals the source transmission power for the direct link.
The relay position is described as follows. The distance between S and D is normalized to unity, and R is assumed to lie on the straight line joining S and D (see Fig. 1 ). The relay position, denoted d, represents its distance from the source. The collinearity of S, R and D does not affect the derivation of any of our results, but it enables a simple characterization of the relay position. In the above setting, the SD channel gain is γ SD = 1, the SR gain is γ SR = 
III. STRUCTURE OF RELAY CHANNEL CODES
In this section, we describe the information theoretic decode-and-forward coding scheme [5] that inspires the proposed codes, and motivate the simplifications leading to the LDPC code design discussed in the next section.
A. Achievable Rate and Code Structure
For the general half-duplex relay channel, the decode-andforward protocol achieves the following rate [5] 
The above mutual information expression can be evaluated for AWGN channels with Gaussian and binary inputs as shown in Appendix I. However, in the following discussion we will refer to the rates of component codes in mutual information terms because it conveys more intuition.
The following coding scheme achieves the aforementioned rate. A total of N symbols are transmitted of which tN are transmitted in BC mode, and the rest are sent in MAC mode. 2 The information at the source is first divided into two independent parts (ω, ν).
1) Encoding in BC mode:
In BC mode, the source encodes ω to generate a tN symbol-long codeword c SR1 ∈ C SR1 with rate
2) Decoding the BC mode signals: The codeword c SR1 is corrupted and received by both the relay and the destination. The relay decodes c SR1 reliably since R SR1 equals the capacity of the SR link. However, the destination cannot decode because the capacity of the SD link is less than that of the SR link. 3 The destination stores the received codeword for decoding at the end of MAC mode.
3) Encoding in MAC mode: The destination already has tN I(X 1 ; Y 1 ) bits of information in the form of the undecodable noisy codeword c SR1 . However, it still needs an additional tN (I(X 1 ; V 1 ) − I(X 1 ; Y 1 )) bits to reliably decode c SR1 [33] . These additional bits needed to decode c SR1 are transmitted jointly by the source and the relay in a codeword c RD2 ∈ C RD2 of rate
The second part of the information, ν, is also sent in MAC mode using a codeword c SD2 ∈ C SD2 to utilize the remaining capacity of the multiple access channel constituted by the source and relay as the two transmitters and the destination as the receiver. This information is sent by the source alone, since the relay does not have access to new information. The amount of new information is bounded by the capacity region of the multiple-access channel, and this information is therefore sent at a rate
2 We assume tN to be an integer. 3 It can be inferred from (3) that decode-and-forward relaying outperforms direct communication only if the SR link is better than the SD link. 4 There is a slight abuse of notation here. The codeword c RD 2 is, in general, sent jointly by S and R to D, and not by R alone to D as the name suggests. Consequently, the same codeword c SD 1 now effectively belongs to a lower rate code C SD 1 , and can be recovered from more noise (shown by the outer circle) at D.
4) Decoding at the end of MAC mode:
The destination first decodes the codewords c RD2 and c SD2 transmitted in MAC mode. These codes are transmitted at rates belonging to the capacity region of the MAC. It is known that the corner points and the sides of the capacity region of the two-user multiple-access channel are achievable by successive decoding (also known as onion peeling, stripping, or superposition coding) with a pair of codes [34] , [35] . However, to achieve a general point on the capacity region requires either joint decoding, time-sharing [36] or rate-splitting using at least three codes [37] . We will argue in Section III-B.3 that the source and relay rates in MAC mode correspond to a point on the multiple-access capacity region that can be achieved by a pair of single-user codes.
After decoding c SD2 and c RD2 , the destination can decode the corrupted codeword c SR1 from BC mode using the information carried by c RD2 as side information. For decoding c SR1 , the destination treats it as a codeword c SD1 ∈ C SD1 of rate
lower rate because of the side information carried by c RD2 . For example, if all codes were binary codes, then the information bits in c RD2 would act as additional parity information for c SR1 . The use of side information is explained with the help of a diagram in Fig. 3 .
B. Simplifications for Practical Code Design
This section is devoted to three observations that simplify relay code design in practice. First, we note that the gain due to relaying is most prominent at low SNRs and negligible at high SNRs, which motivates the use of binary modulation. Second, although there is an optimum value of correlation between source and relay codewords in MAC mode that maximizes the achievable rate for Gaussian relay channels, we observe that the codebooks can be either completely correlated or completely independent without significant rate loss. Last, we argue that the source and relay rates in MAC mode correspond to a point on the capacity region of the multiple-access channel that can be achieved by a successive interference canceling decoder at the destination.
1) Motivation for binary coding:
At high SNR, the achievable rate of decode-and-forward relaying on Gaussian channels exceeds that of direct communication only by a constant independent of the SNR (proved in Appendix II). Resultantly, the ratio of the decode-and-forward rate to the single-user capacity approaches unity at high SNR. The relaying gain is maximum at low SNR, where binary modulation for each channel dimension is near optimum.
To illustrate, Fig. 4 compares the relay rate with that of direct communication for Gaussian as well as BPSK signaling (rate expressions given in Appendix I) when the relay is at d = 0.5. The rate of BPSK relaying is also plotted as a fraction of the rate of AWGN relaying at different SNRs. The plot is in agreement with our claim that relaying is most beneficial in the low SNR regime, where BPSK achieves a significant fraction of the AWGN relay rate.
2) Insensitivity to MAC mode correlation: The achievable rate of decode-and-forward relaying over AWGN links is maximized when the source and relay codebooks are optimally correlated in MAC mode (see Appendix I). The correlation r reflects the fact that the source and the relay have common information since the relay has decoded the ω portion of the total information in BC mode.
Arbitrary correlation between source and relay transmissions in MAC mode can be achieved using a pair of independent binary codebooks. Let c RD2 , c SD2 be a pair of binary codewords from independent codebooks C RD2 , C SD2 respectively. If the relay sends c RD2 , and the source sends rc RD2 + (1 − r)c SD2 , then the transmissions have correlation r. For the purpose of decoding, the destination can proceed as if there were two transmitters sending independent codewords c RD2 , c SD2 with transmission powers appropriately adjusted.
It is clear that r = 0, 1 are two fundamental extremes, and all intermediate correlations can be achieved by superposing the two in the right proportion. When r = 1, the source and the relay send identical information in MAC mode, consequently the source sends nothing new and there is no code C SD2 . For r = 0, the source and the relay send independent information in MAC mode, meaning that the source sends only new information through the codeword c SD2 , whereas the relay alone sends c RD2 to help the destination decode the BC mode codeword c SR1 . The r = 0 scheme is sometimes called partial decode-and-forward in relay literature.
An interesting observation made in this context is that the achievable rate is fairly insensitive to r, and in particular, if we can choose the better of r = 0, 1, then the rate loss in comparison to a system that uses optimum correlation is negligible [38] . The effect of correlation on the achievable rate is shown in the plot in Fig. 5 . Guided by the above observation, we limit ourselves to designing codes for the limiting cases of r = 0, 1.
3) Optimality of successive decoding in MAC mode: In our discussion of the information theoretic relay coding scheme in Section III-A, we mentioned that in MAC mode, the source transmits additional information ν at a rate permitted by the capacity of the multiple-access channel. This rate is the
Operation at the corner point of the capacity region corresponds to equality of the two aforementioned rates, which is the same as equating the two arguments of the min(.) function in (3). The above equality can be proved with the following power constraint
which is a special case of (2). When (8) is true, the input distributions, and consequently the mutual information expressions, are independent of t.
for decode-andforward relaying, we conclude that the best choice of t equates the two arguments of the min(.) function.
Numerical results indicate that the aforementioned equality holds even for the more general power constraint (2) . Therefore, from this point on, we will assume that
IV. LDPC CODE DESIGN
We are now ready to present the binary LDPC coding schemes for r = 0, 1. The two schemes differ only in MAC mode. We first describe the full scheme for r = 1, and then explain what is different for r = 0. We use the same names for the component LDPC codes as we did in describing the general relay coding scheme of Section III-A, to ensure that the role of each component code is clear. The reader can also apply the interpretation of Fig. 3 to the LDPC coding schemes.
A. LDPC Code Design for r = 1
In BC mode, the source S uses an LDPC code C SR1 with an N t × N t(1 − R SR1 ) parity check matrix to transmit information. The relay decodes this codeword. The destination D stores it for future decoding. In MAC mode, S and R use the BC mode codeword as the basis for cooperation. Both nodes multiply the BC mode codeword with an N t × N t(R SR1 − R SD1 ) matrix to generate N t(R SR1 −R SD1 ) additional parity bits (side information to help the destination). These additional parity bits are then channel coded using an LDPC code C RD2 with an N t × N t (1 − R RD2 ) parity check matrix and transmitted from both S and R in a phase synchronized manner to the destination. The bits communicated by C RD2 , in addition to the parity bits of the original code C SR1 , form a code C SD1 of lower rate R SD1 that is decodable by D. Fig. 6 shows the LDPC code structure for r = 1 (with the switch in the figure open, implying the absence of code C SD2 in MAC mode).
B. LDPC Code Design for r = 0
The BC mode remains unchanged. In MAC mode, the source and the relay transmit independent information. The relay first generates additional parity bits from the BC mode codeword by multiplying with a N t × N t(R SR1 − R SD1 ) matrix (same as for r = 1). It then uses an LDPC code C RD2 with an N t × N t (1 − R RD2 ) parity check matrix to encode and transmit the additional parity information in MAC mode. The information carried by this codeword enables decoding of the BC mode codeword at the end of MAC mode. The source, in MAC mode, uses an LDPC code C SD2 with an N t × N t (1 − R SD2 ) parity check matrix to send new information to the destination. At the end of MAC mode, D uses successive decoding to recover both the additional parity information and the new source information. Finally, the additional parity bits received in MAC mode are used to decode the received BC mode codeword at D. Fig. 6 shows a block diagram of the overall coding scheme for r = 0 (with the switch in the figure closed).
V. CODE PROFILE OPTIMIZATION
The main challenge in the proposed coding schemes is that of jointly designing the profiles of the two codes C SR1 and C SD1 . We start with a brief introduction to LDPC codes, following which, we will solve the joint code profile optimization problem.
A. Introduction to LDPC Codes
A binary LDPC code is a linear block code with a sparse binary parity-check matrix. This n × m parity check matrix can be represented by a bipartite graph with n variable nodes corresponding to rows (bits in the codeword) and m check nodes corresponding to columns (parity check equations). A one in a certain row and column of the parity check matrix denotes an edge between the respective variable and check node in the graph, whereas a zero indicates the absence of an edge.
An 
The design rate of an ensemble is given in terms of λ(x) and ρ(x) by
Our formulation will require an equivalent representation of the degree profiles from a node perspective. To distinguish, we will use the superscript N for node, and call λ N (x) the variable node degree distribution as contrasted to λ(x), which is the variable edge degree distribution. The following equation relates λ N i , the fraction of variable nodes of degree i, to λ i
LDPC codes can be decoded by a variety of message passing algorithms, of which we will consider only belief propagation [39] . The density evolution algorithm tracks message densities over successive decoding iterations, and discovers a noise threshold below which decoding succeeds with high probability for any code within a given ensemble. Consequently, density evolution can be used to search for code profiles with excellent noise thresholds. Unfortunately, tracking entire densities over thousands of iterations is computationally intensive. To reduce the computational burden of threshold determination, it is common to approximate the messages as Gaussians and track their means. Gaussian approximation, therefore reduces the infinite dimensional problem of tracking received codeword for BC mode entire densities to a one-dimensional problem of tracking means. We use the Gaussian approximation to find good code profiles and to obtain approximate thresholds for relay channel codes. For brevity, we will present the procedure for determining the threshold without the steps in its derivation, which can be found in [9] . For a given ρ(x) and λ(x), and given channel noise variance σ 2 c , decoding succeeds in the limit of infinite blocklength and infinite iterations iff
c is the channel noise variance, and
For numerical purposes, we use the following approximation [9] for the function φ 
We use (14) to find the largest σ 2 c for which decoding is successful. In addition, we also satisfy the stability condition (see [9] , [40] for details)
Finding the optimal degree distribution for a given rate is a search for the (λ(x), ρ(x)) pair that yields the largest noise threshold. For single-user codes, it has been demonstrated [9] , [40] , [41] that good check node distributions are concentrated, i.e. all parity check nodes should have equal or nearly equal degrees. The variable node distribution, on the other hand, is not so easily characterized. Therefore, the search for a good (λ(x), ρ(x)) pair for a single-user code is carried out in practice by choosing several concentrated ρ(x) and finding the best λ(x) for each, followed by selecting the ρ(x) for which the best noise threshold was obtained. An advantage of this approach is that the best λ(x) for a given ρ(x) can be found by linear programming [9] . The following is an outline of the linear programming technique. We are interested in finding λ(x) that maximizes the noise variance σ 2 c for a given rate and ρ(x). Instead, we solve the equivalent problem of finding λ(x) that maximizes the rate for a given noise variance and ρ(x), and slowly increasing the variance until the design rate is barely achievable. From (12), we see that for fixed ρ(x), maximizing rate is equivalent to maximizing (14), which are both linear. This linear program with inequality constraints can be solved quickly and accurately using available optimization tools.
We conclude our brief summary of LDPC codes, density evolution and its Gaussian approximation here. The interested reader can find detailed discussions on these in [9] - [13] , [39] - [43] .
B. Relay Code Profile Optimization
The novel challenge in the context of half-duplex relaying is identical for both correlations r = 0 and r = 1, and it requires building two LDPC codes C SR1 and C SD1 that are both excellent single-user codes of disparate rates R SR1 and R SD1 respectively, such that the bipartite graph of C SR1 is a subgraph of C SD1 . The LDPC codes are represented by rectangles with rounded edges in Fig. 6 . Both C SR1 and C SD1 must produce codewords of length tN symbols. Therefore, C SR1 has tN (1 − R SR1 ) parity check nodes, and C SD1 has tN (1 − R SD1 ) parity nodes that are a superset of those belonging to C SR1 . As a result, the check degree distributions must satisfy a relationship given by the following simple theorem. 
Proof: The number of check nodes of degree
i in C SR1 is N t(1 − R SR1 )ρ N SR1,i ,
whereas the number of check nodes of degree
Proof: The proof is a consequence of Hall's marriage theorem [44] , which is stated as follows: (21) . ♦
..., S m } be a finite collection of finite sets. Then there exists a system of distinct representatives of S if and only if the following condition holds for all
Equations (19) and (20) are necessary conditions relating the profiles of C SD1 and C SR1 . In addition, starting with an arbitrary graph with the profile for C SR1 and adding extra check nodes and edges, it is possible to obtain a graph with the profile of C SD1 . To that extent the above conditions may also be considered sufficient.
We are now ready to summarize the constraints of density evolution for the joint design of C SR1 and C SD1 . In addition to inequalities (19) and (20), we have the usual constraints
An apparent difference from the single-user case is that now we have two equivalent noise variances that are related by the relative channel strengths
where σ 2 SD1 is the noise variance for C SD1 and σ 2 SR1 is the noise variance for C SR1 . We treat only σ 2 SD1 as a variable, since it completely determines σ 2
SR1
. The set of inequality constraints (14) must be satisfied for both C SR1 and C SD1 , as in the single-user case. Finally, the stability condition (18) should be fulfilled.
With the above constraints, it is possible to perform density evolution and search for good degree distributions for C SR1 and C SD1 for a given pair of rates. However, this search is computation intensive, more so because now we must find a pair of codes instead of one, making the search space much larger. Our next step is to modify the Gaussian approximation procedure to make it applicable in the relay setting.
C. Gaussian Approximation for the Relay Channel
Our aim is to use a Gaussian approximation to pose the search for good code profiles as a linear program using the means of the messages instead of entire densities [9] . However, extending the above procedure to relay channels is not trivial for the following reasons.
First, usually the rates of C SR1 and C SD1 are significantly different. Consequently, the average check degrees for the two codes to be individually good are also not close. As a result, we do not have the luxury of assuming that ρ SR1 and ρ SD1 are both concentrated, which was the case for single-user LDPC codes. To reduce the exploration space for our search, we restrict the search for good codes to ρ SR1 profiles concentrated at a single degree j and ρ SD1 supported on two degrees i and j only with i < j
There is no analytical justification for reducing our search space in this way, but the intuition is that we need at least two different check degrees for both C SR1 and C SD1 to perform well. The thresholds of the codes that we discover in this way indicate that good code pairs can be found with the above constraint.
Second, (20) is not linear in the variable edge degrees but is linear in the node degrees. Fortunately, the other constraints remain linear when stated in terms of node degrees instead of edge degrees. Therefore, it is natural to pose the code profile optimization in terms of the distribution of variable node degrees.
Third, for single-user LDPC codes, the optimization was easily posed as a rate maximization problem. But now, there are two code rates. To tackle this, we fix one of the LDPC code rates to its design rate (we fix R SR1 ), and maximize the other (R SD1 ). By fixing R SR1 , we obtain the following equality constraint
For the sake of clarity, we summarize all the constraints and the objective of our linear program below. We assume that the check degree distributions are given by (24) . Our objective is to find the maximum noise variance σ 2 SD1 , for which the achievable R SD1 equals or exceeds the target value. As in the single-user case, we equivalently maximize the rate R SD1 for a given σ 2 SD1 . Since
, (26) our objective of maximizing R SD1 is equivalent to that of minimizing 
The corresponding equality for check degrees is automatically satisfied by (24) . The stability condition (18) can be restated in terms of variable node degrees as follows
which is a linear inequality constraint in λ N for fixed ρ. Additionally, relation (14) imposes the following constraints
(29) Inequalities (19) and (20) must be satisfied. Finally, (25) yields the following equality constraint
VI. NUMERICAL RESULTS
Using the density evolution technique discussed in Section V, we calculate thresholds for the relay code profiles for r = 0, 1. Since we are also interested in the performance of the optimized LDPC codes for finite block size, we present bit error rate (BER) simulation results with randomly generated component LDPC codes for a single point of SNR.
A. Asymptotic Noise Thresholds
For a given total power, we numerically calculate the rates of constituent codes, optimal values of the BC mode time fraction t, MAC mode correlation r, as well as the power allocation for the source and the relay in BC and MAC modes. We then design LDPC codes with appropriate rates. The code profiles for C SR1 and C SD1 are jointly optimized using the procedure in Section V-C. The code C RD2 is a single-user code when r = 1, for which we use a good degree profile from [45] . When r = 0, we use a pair of codes C RD2 and C SD2 with good single-user profiles of the respective rates [45] .
To compare the performance of the overall relay coding scheme with the theoretical bound, we perform the following steps. Replacing the mutual information expressions in (3) with rates of the corresponding LDPC codes, we obtain the achievable rate of the LDPC coding scheme. The total power necessary to achieve the above rate asymptotically is obtained from the noise thresholds of the component LDPC codes. Here, by noise threshold, we mean the maximum noise standard deviation that an LDPC code can recover from when the noiseless coded binary symbols are ±1. If T ζ denotes the noise threshold of C ζ , where ζ ∈ {SR 1 , SD 1 , RD 2 , SD 2 }, then the total transmission power (assuming unit noise power at the receivers) is
where we use the fact that optimal power allocation in MAC mode is governed by the principle of maximal ratio combining for r = 1, and we assume successive decoding for r = 0. The absence of T SR1 in the above expressions is due to the fact that the thresholds T SD1 and T RD1 are related by (23) .
In Fig. 7 , we plot the limiting performance (rate vs. E b /N 0 ) of the LDPC coding schemes calculated with the above procedure, and compare them with the theoretical performance for binary signaling. For a maximum variable node degree d v = 25, the thresholds of the overall relay coding scheme are approximately 0.4 dB from the decode-and-forward bound if we choose the better of r = 0, 1. The reader is reminded that the thresholds of some of the component codes have been calculated using the Gaussian approximation, therefore they are not precise. Since it has been shown that the error in using the Gaussian approximation is small [9] , the profiles are asymptotically good. However, it is challenging to accurately estimate the gap to the theoretical limit, since the gap may be of the same order as the approximation error.
B. Bit and Frame Error Rates of Randomly Generated Codes
BER simulations are performed for P = −1 dB where t = 0.65 yields the best rate; therefore, maintaining the BC mode time fraction, we choose the BC mode codeword to be 1.3e5 bits and the MAC mode codewords to be 0.7e5 bits long. We show results for 300 decoding iterations. The codes are randomly generated from their profiles, the same profiles for which the overall thresholds are given in Fig. 7 . No cycle removal is performed with the exception of removing double edges between node pairs. Fig. 8 plots the BER vs. E b /N 0 for each of the three constituent codes. The gap to the asymptotic threshold is nearly 1 dB for the code C SD1 , whereas it is significantly less for single-user codes of comparable profiles. The reason is that C SD1 does not have a concentrated check degree. It is known that concentrated check degrees are decoded in the fewest iterations, whereas codes with large variance of check degrees take much longer to achieve the same decoding performance [46] .
For the case of r = 0, the BER performance of the component codes is similar to that of the r = 1 codes. The only difference is that there are two codes C SD2 and C RD2 in MAC mode, and the latter is decoded treating the former as interference. The two MAC codes should be jointly designed for optimal performance, but discussing their joint design is beyond the scope of this paper. Using a pair of codes with good single-user profiles often incurs little loss of performance. Fig. 9 shows the BER performance of decoding C RD2 in the presence of interference. The interference is modeled by a random bit sequence. Once C RD2 has been decoded and subtracted out, the performance of C SD2 will be the same as that of a single-user code in Gaussian noise.
In the proposed relay coding scheme, the relay can forward information only after successful decoding, which requires the entire codeword to be correct. Therefore, the component codes must also have excellent frame (codeword) error rates (FERs). Random LDPC codes tend to have excellent BER, but their FER is not always good due to the presence of small cycles in the graph. The problem can be addressed either by optimizing the parity check matrix to eliminate cycles [47] - [49] , or by using a very high rate outer code, such as a BCH or ReedSolomon code to bring the FER down to zero with a small rate penalty. The end-to-end FER performance of the relay coding scheme, in conjunction with a (1023, 993) BCH outer code of rate 0.97 is shown in Figure 10 . Here, by frame we mean an entire block of information that travels from the source to the destination in a single transmission comprising both BC and MAC modes. The relay code performs significantly better than the capacity of the single-user link.
VII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
We have presented LDPC code designs for decode-andforward relaying. Several interesting questions arise in the context of this work. First, why is there a large gap between the asymptotic and the simulated performance of the LDPC codes? It is likely that convergence to the threshold is extremely slow. We believe that the check node profile holds clues to the answer; an answer that may yield new insights into the structure of optimal profiles and decoding algorithms for finite iterations. Note that this code optimization problem is unique here in that it disallows concentrated check node degrees unlike a single-user code. Second, how can these codes be applied to fading channels? Achieving good performance in a fading environment requires a strategy that can exploit the channel variations to its advantage. The proposed code designs can be used in conjunction with power or rate control in a fading environment. Finally, decode-and-forward is just one relay protocol; code designs for other protocols, such as estimate-and-forward, require further investigation.
APPENDIX I ACHIEVABLE RATES OF GAUSSIAN AND BPSK GAUSSIAN RELAY CHANNELS
For a Gaussian relay channel, the achievable rate is [5] R G = sup Θ,0≤t,r≤1 min{tC(P SR ) + t C((1 − r 2 )P SD2 ), tC(P SD1 ) + t C(P SD2 + P RD + 2r P SD2 P RD )}. (32) where r is the correlation between the source and relay signals in MAC mode, C(x) = 1 2 log(1 + x) is the capacity of a Gaussian link, and the following are notations for received power P SR = P S1 γ SR , P SD1 = P S1 γ SD , P RD = P R2 γ RD , P SD2 = P S2 γ SD .
We also present the achievable rate of decode-and-forward relaying using BPSK modulation over an AWGN relay channel. The rate is given by (3) and the following mutual information terms [4] 
